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If you’ve spent time in the business world, you’re probably familiar with something 

called an “executive summary.” The executive summary is a document that is designed to distill 

the absolute essence of a much longer document, thus relieving the reader, presumably a busy 

executive in a high management position, from having to read and understand the much longer 

document being summarized. 

It works something like this. Suppose that you are the President and CEO of a fast food 

chain, let’s call it “Westminster Burgers.” Westminster Burgers has been wildly successful in the 

Southern California market and you are wondering if it might not be profitable for Westminster 

Burgers to expand into other markets, say Las Vegas. So you commission a study to determine if 

such an expansion would be feasible and what profits Westminster Burgers might expect to reap. 

So, what comes back to you a few months later is a 700-page document looking at 

expansion from every conceivable angle. The very first page of that document is a single sheet of 

paper summarizing the key points. It looks good. Point #1: The Las Vegas market would likely 

have a high demand for your product. Point #2: Land acquisition and construction costs are 

lower in Las Vegas. Point #3: Labor costs are lower in Las Vegas. Point #4: Zoning restrictions 

are much looser in Las Vegas. On the basis of that, it sure seems like this is a slam-dunk 

decision. You don’t need to read any more. You and your company are off to Las Vegas. 

The only problem with an executive summary is that it must inevitably gloss over details 

and the summary is only as good as the skills of the person writing the summary. It turns out, 
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buried somewhere in the report is that Las Vegas, in an effort to ease up traffic congestion, has 

declared a two-year moratorium on approving drive-through lanes for fast food restaurants. You 

order the expansion to go forward and it is only after several hundred thousand dollars have been 

sunk into the project that you learn about the drive-through moratorium, an unpleasant fact that 

will all but sink your profitability. Whoever prepared the summary simply did not understand the 

importance of the drive-through moratorium. You read the executive summary but you didn’t 

read the fine print. A tool that was supposed to make decision-making easier led you astray. 

In a sense, preachers are in the business of doing executive summaries. The Bible is 

thousands of pages long and chock-full of all kinds of theological and historical details. Even a 

single passage only a few verses long is often packed with several possible themes. On a normal 

Sunday morning, we have about twenty minutes to say something useful to you about a passage. 

In this virtual worship format, I have about half the normal time. 

A sermon, like an executive summary, is only as good as the person preaching it. There is 

no such thing as a preacher who is free of bias and there is no such thing as a preacher without 

blind spots. Sermons can be very useful; they can be a waste of time; they can be downright 

dangerous. 

Today’s Luke passage, though, is an executive summary coming from the most reliable 

source imaginable, Jesus Christ Himself. In this moment, as Jesus prepares to ascend into 

Heaven and bring the season of Easter to a close, He provides us with as concise and thorough an 

executive summary of His life and its meaning that could possibly be written. Let’s go through 

the points: a.) Jesus was the fulfillment of all that had been written in Scripture before His birth; 

b.) His suffering and resurrection were that fulfillment and were necessary to His mission: c.) It 
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is the job of all those who come after Jesus to proclaim the repentance and forgiveness of sins to 

all nations everywhere. There it all is. The meaning of Jesus’ life and mission. The meaning of 

the Crucifixion and Resurrection. What we are supposed to do with it. If any of that, for some 

reason, isn’t clear to us, we have all of the backing source material we can go study in the Bible 

but there’s the essence. I sure couldn’t give you a better or more useful summary. 

As we prepare to close out the season of Easter, let’s take that summary forward into the 

future with us. Proclaiming repentance and the forgiveness of sins is the proclamation of hope. 

What does the world need right now? Hope. Hope that vaccines and other treatments will indeed 

free us from the burden of pandemic. Hope that the economic devastation can be reversed. Hope 

that, in the future, a sadder but wiser humanity will devise effective strategies for preventing 

pandemics. 

Friends, this has been the strangest Easter season we’ve ever lived through. But our 

church community is intact. We are still Westminster Presbyterian Church. We are still disciples 

of Jesus Christ and our greatest gift to the world is still very much the gift of hope. 

 


